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Chapterr Eight

Compliancee and Resistance
inn Surviving Intertwining Domestic
andd Workplace Violence
Introduction n
Thiss chapter discusses the research findings with reference to conceptual debates,
thee analytical framework and the methodology presented in earlier chapters. It answers
thee main research question about the ways in which social, cultural, economic, and
politicalpolitical aspects of macro and micro contexts of women's living environments shape
genderr differentiation and gender roles, and ultimately influence the occurrence of
genderr violence and at the same time provide possibilities for women to survive. This
chapterr also defends the importance of investigating forms of gender violence in both
thee home and workplace. In answers to exploratory questions presented in preceding
chapters,, the multiple forms, contexts, and consequences of gender violence among
womenn plantation workers have been depicted. It is most notable that gender role
differentiationn in the overall context of the women's low economic backgrounds makes
themm vulnerable to acts of gender violence both at work and in the home. However, as a
locall phenomenon, gender violence in the plantation community has to be understood
withinn the macro context of Indonesia and the government's policies related to gender
issuess and plantation management. Therefore, this chapter links the macro and micro
contextss that shape prevailing gender relations and women's status in the plantation
community,, and in turn, the occurrence of gender violence.
Thee chapter first focuses on methodological issues related to the growing
consciousnesss of gender violence among women plantation workers in Java followed by
thee identification of forms of gender violence based on women's narrative reports. It
hass been argued that in order to understand the nature of gender violence in the
plantationn community, it is imperative to understand the status of women in both the
workk and the domestic sphere as well as gender and labor relationships prevalent in the
twoo areas. The blurring of domestic and public boundaries and of relationship patterns
betweenn perpetrators and victims means that the experience of violence, its effects, and
women'ss responses to it must be understood in their entirety by considering the link
betweenn these two locations. In a similar light, it can be seen how violence committed
inn public environments -in this case at work- explains or triggers violence in the
domesticc sphere, or the reverse, and that plantation communities in Java constitute one
locall unity which determine the occurrence of gender violence and serve as a reference
forr women's resistance. The chapter then identifies gender violence risk factors. Using
thee ecological framework of gender violence, risk factors are identified at personal and
collectivee levels in the home and workplace. Finally, the chapter questions the
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sustainabilityy of gender violence among women plantation workers based on evidence
gatheredd during the later phase of the research.
1.. N a m i n g and Surviving Violence
Whatt is gender violence? During the course of the research, I received many
questionss from colleagues and friends concerning the forms and areas of violence.
Behindd these curious questions were concerns about the focus of my research; was it on
physical,, sexual or psychological forms of violence? And who was involved in violent
behavior?? Most questions centered on evidence of spousal physical abuse and/or rape.
Manyy thought that gender violence was associated with physical acts and their impacts.
Furtherr questions about who is involved in violent acts, referred to domestic or public
relationshipp spheres. This research, however, goes beyond these questions. It is meant
too provide insight into violence and violent relationships and by focusing on women's
experiencess and providing the opportunity for women to speak up, is open to many
definitionss of violence. In addition, given the nature of the plantation community, which
hass no clear boundaries between work and home, this research takes into account
genderr violence in these intertwining areas. I would argue that this characteristic of the
researchh is the most valuable.
Ass an ethnographic researcher, by immersing myself in the community I was able
too witness empirical evidence to enrich my understanding of the experiences and
feelingss of women. This also allowed me to analyze the differences and commonalties
off women's responses. This approach was useful to understand women's problems by
investigatingg psychological and physical impacts on their health through observations
andd questions.
Too enable women to recognize their experiences as violence, I started by collecting
narrativess on their complaints and feelings of unfairness in their domestic lives as well
ass at work. Later, with a list of these violent experiences in hand, I again interviewed
thee women about their experiences by asking them about cases I had collected in
previouss interviews. For example, I confronted them with their experiences of
quarrellingg with their husbands and asked them about their feelings of those
experiences.. This approach was useful to gain more understanding of how women
'think'' and 'feel' about violence. Most of my informants were surprised in subsequent
interviewss because they did not expect me to remember what we had previously
discussed.. I needed to explain to them again that I did not just talk with them but
wantedd to learn about their experiences and use their cases for my research. Thenreactionss did not just express astonishment over my concern for their stories, but also
expressedd confusion over why I spent most of my time talking about things they
consideredd ordinary, which allowed them to think critically about these matters.
Inn the third or fourth visit and in-depth interview, I negotiated and confirmed
intervieww notes with the women and provided them with the space to present
themselvess as they wished (Bell 1993). Working on a topic that disturbs women's
(un)awarenesss of their relationships with men as perpetrators of gender violence, I tried
hardd to be open, ethical, and responsive to women's interests. In this process sensitivity,
confidentiality,, and respect were necessary (Macintyre 1993). This approach yielded a
numberr of cases representing women's experiences of gender violence in their daily
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livess as wives and mothers in the domestic sphere and as workers in the plantation
industry.. As indicated by Schrijvers (1998:25), using the perspective of women's
experiences,, including the researcher's, inspires a view from below and gives voice to
thosee women's experiences which would otherwise remain in the dark.
Throughoutt the research and in engagement with the women, problems of naming
violencee remained No local word was equivalent to my definition of violence. Both
womenn and men mentioned dugal or nesu (getting angry or being in a bad mood) and
gegohgegoh or ribut or bentrok or rame (dispute or conflict) as the precursors for violent
behavior.. Women mentioned diomehi (verbal humiliation), disalahke (blame), dilarani
atineatine (emotional pain) and dilarani awake (physical pain) referring to verbal and/or
non-verball manner of men during disputes, which resulted in lara ati or ngenes
(emotionall pain) and lara awak (physical pain). This imprecision in language is a result
off the traditional Javanese harmonious outlook, which masks the reality of gender
violence.. Only after in-depth interviews did women recognize their experiences of
violence. .
2.. Linking the Domestic and Work Spheres
Inn areas in which domestic and workplace activities overlap there is a possibility of
genderr violence linkage. In what forms are domestic and workplace violence linked in
thee lives of women plantation workers? This section summarizes the nature of the
intertwiningg areas, activities, and roles concerning women plantation workers that shape
andd are shaped by women's multiple roles and responsibilities.
2.1.. Intertwining Places
Onee of the most important factors to determine intertwining spheres in the
plantationn is the proximity between the house and the workplace. For women who live
onn the plantation grounds, there is no clear boundary between the two areas. This allows
themm to be present in both the domestic space and workplace simultaneously. Those
whoo live in surrounding villages can also quickly move from one sphere to the other.
Thiss does not mean, however, that the women are able to go back and forth to combine
householdd and plantation work. Geographic and physical conditions prevent this. Only a
feww women who live on the plantation and in nearby hamlets such as Kalikidang and
Tamann manage to go back and forth occasionally to attend to their activities at home
andd in the gardens. Other women come to work later or go home earlier if they have
somethingg pressing to do. As a consequence, women must cooperate with mandor and
otherr women in the kemandoran to handle their responsibilities. There is no clear
agreementt between workers and mandor about days off and leave and, in fact, this is an
avenuee for mandor to exercise their power over the women. Mandor fulfill their
personall interest whenever their workers ask for leave and/or are caught sneaking on or
offf work. Women can only wait helplessly for the mandor's reaction to their behavior
reflectingg their dependence on mandor.
2.2.. Intertwining Tasks
Inn addition to residential proximity, the flexibility of the work accounts for the
possibilityy for women to work when they wish to. Most women leave work temporarily
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forr reproductive reasons such as pregnancy and breastfeeding. They also take days off
whenn engaged in community activities like agricultural labor exchange and other social
andd cultural events. Occasional leaves are permitted as long as a woman's work is
fulfilledd by a substitute or domplengan. As previously described, the new labor policy
thatt was implemented in the beginning of 2001 and requires worker's full participation
throughh the limit of kemandoran to 25-30 members and the prohibition of domplengan
hass not been very effective. Women perceive that low economic return from tea picking
iss preferable to dismissal, while the plantation management reduced the total number of
teaa pickers as an effort to fulfill the regional minimum wage requirements and increase
individuall women's take-home pay. The different perceptions of the plantation
managementt and women workers lie in economic considerations. While the plantation
managementt adopted this policy to better the remaining workers, women workers feel
thatt no matter how small their financial gain, picking is better than unemployment and
dependencee on others.
Inn households, husbands, wives and other adults have distinct roles and
responsibilitiess as workers, household and community members. Each carries out their
roless and responsibilities related to their gender and social position in each sphere.
Unfortunately,, as shown by the research, women start earlier and have more burdens
comparedd to men. Demands for women's full attendance to housekeeping, finances, and
childrearingg have to be done in concurrence with their plantation work and community
activities.. Husbands and other adult household members also combine their work but
havee fewer domestic tasks to perform. Women emphasized their difficulties to secure
householdd daily practical needs as their dominant worry in the domestic sphere. For
most,, money is the primary source of conflict not only with their husbands and other
householdd members but also with themselves. Traditionally given the role of household
financiall manager, they perceive this task as double-edged, as it is a source of pride, but
alsoo a burden.
2.3.. W o m e n ' s Multiple Burdens
Moserr (1993) argues that women's multiple burdens involve their productive and
reproductivee roles in family welfare, the labor force and community management.
Women'ss domestic tasks are extended to social and cultural activities in the community.
II heir presence during rituals and celebrations such as weddings, births, male
circumcisionss and funerals is not voluntary. They perceive these events as double-edged
sincee they give them a chance to have days off and socialize with their community but
att the same time they must sacrifice their work and lose income. In addition, celebration
periodss also cause women difficulties because they have to pay for sumbangan (social
contributions)) as a local reciprocity. Most informants claim that nyumbang
(contributing)) is a stressful social duty. But they agree that this social security
mechanismm cannot be neglected and must be continued.
Duringg celebration months, the need for rice increases ten-fold as women are
requiredd to bring rice as a gift in addition to money to the celebration's hostess.
Husbandss also bring their own money to give to the host. In social gatherings men and
womenn have their own spaces and responsibilities. During celebrations, women's rice
debtt at the cooperative (cadongan) multiplies. They also must go to their mandor and
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thee cooperative shop for debt. Mandor explained that during these periods many
workerss have deficits in their wages that are paid back over the next two to three
paydayss (four to six weeks). When these periods coincide with low crops, the workers
cannott go to the cooperative or their mandor for debt as they would be unable to pay
backk the loan in the short term as required, and turn to other sources of credit such as
locall shops or relatives to borrow rice or money. Women's participation in social and
culturall events goes hand in hand with domestic and plantation work. Therefore, they
mustt find ways to attend both without sacrificing one to the other.
Givenn this context, the research embraces all forms of violence experienced by
womenn workers in the plantation community. Focusing on domestic and workplace
violence,, not emphasizing only one sphere or a certain type of violence, is appropriate
too address the problems these women face daily. This conforms to Kleinman's concept
off social violence, violence that has multiple forms and dynamics and in which the
publicc versus domestic dichotomy is inadequate to understand the uses of violence in
thee social world or the multiplicity of its effects on collective and individual suffering
(2000:227).. In this respect, women plantation workers suffer social violence
collectivelyy in their vulnerable position in the workplace and individually in their
subservientt position in marital relationships.

3.. Domestic Violence
Domesticc violence can be in the form of discrete acts directed at one person
(Richterss 2001) and indirect violence through the functioning of fear and control of
womenn in the conformation to gender norms (Hof and Richters 1999, Bennett and
Mandersonn 2003). With or without the presence of physical abuse, these forms of
violencee directly and indirectly affect women's physical, psychological, sexual, social,
andd economic wellbeing. This research reveals that victims and perpetrators strictly
keepp domestic violence secret. During early interaction with the researcher, most
womenn kept violence private by saying that disputes between husband and wife are
familyy secrets that are not open for public discussion. This reaction was typical when
womenn were asked to share their experiences of marital conflict. Thus, it was difficult
forr women to disclose their experiences of marital conflict, and their perceptions and
impactss of these on their lives. Direct questions, such as "Have you ever had a sad
experienceexperience during your marriage to your current husband?" could not be asked. Rather,
time,, rapport and probing were necessary to open the women to sharing their
experiences.. After they had discussed their experiences of violence they would confirm
thatt these were normal and could happen to any woman and in any marriage. Thus,
theree was ambiguity in the way women perceived violence; on the one hand, it was a
privatee matter, but on the other, it was considered normal.
Women'ss inclination to consider their experiences of verbal, non-physical domestic
violencee as 'normal' demands analysis. They consider their traditionally assigned roles
ass housekeepers, child-care takers and financiers as part of being wives and mothers.
But,, at the same time they admit these are sources of conflict with their husbands. In
thiss way, women's subservient position can be seen as symbolic violence (Bourdieu
1998).. Women hardly notice how they become the targets of functioning fear and
controll by voluntarily undertaking their assigned roles in household, marriage and
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communityy activities. Women directly bear the consequences of not properly attending
too their roles. This reflects how violence works symbolically and affects women
indirectlyy while allowing direct and visible acts of violence. Similarly, Richters (2001)
arguess that these forms of violence are embedded in the socio-economic, political and
ideologicall context of power relations between men and women that reflect power
imbalancess inherent to patriarchal society. In Bourdieu's (1998) terms, women remain
inn the doxa, and beliefs and practices position men and women differently and assign
themm different roles. Thus, individual acts of psychological gender violence cannot be
separatedd from social and cultural pressure to conform to gender norms, which
subordinatee women (Hof and Richters 1999).
Onee may argue that gender differences in Javanese culture are not indicative of
genderr hierarchy. Although gender differences exist, with clearly defined roles (tasks
andd duties) for men and women, it is also true that these differences do not per se also
meann that hierarchical value is ascribed to different spheres of activities. Activities in
thee public or domestic domain are different, obviously, but not valued as "less" or
"more"" relevant. It is in this context that one can argue that femininity and masculinity
inn Javanese society should not be seen as mutually exclusive categories.
Inn contemporary societies, however, alternative formulations for 'femininities' and
'masculinities'' are limited, mainly as a result of hegemonic masculinity brought about
byy the global influence of capitalism. In the Javanese context, the combination of local
culturall values, Dutch colonial culture, state ideology, capitalist industrialization and
religiouss teachings have shaped contemporary Javanese gender ideology and social
roless to conform to the universal picture of inequality, male dominance and women's
oppressionn (see Chapter Five), meaning that Javanese women are restricted from
obtainingg better social and/or economic positions. Thus, the notion of hierarchy as a
systematicc relation between persons that rank one above the other (Miller 1993:7) is a
resultt of a process of social change in the historical context of Java, which has created
genderr ideology and social practices. As argued previously, the maintenance of
patriarchyy through the dominant interpretation of religious and gender norms favors
men.. Monogenetic theories of procreation and symbolic association of seed and soil for
menn and women existing in the Indonesian Moslem community resonate with local
peasant'ss interpretations of male and female virtues (Mas'udi 1995)1. To the advantage
off women, Mas'udi develops an interpretation that men must work hard to make land
fertile,, meaning that men must love and care for their land as this is the only way to
makee the land good enough to be planted. But this metaphor and its transformation and
reinterpretationn conforms to views that regard women's bodies as unstable, fragile and
inn need of male protection, which places women in an inferior position (Shillings 1999).
Thiss makes clear how women's bodies and the meaning attached to them affects both
women'ss personal behavior and gender relations. By virtue of their bodies, women are
assignedd distinct social roles and expectations. Men assume power (to do what they
wishh to do) and authority (to command obedience) over women.

11

Delaney (1990) argues that there is a symbolic association of 'seed-soil' for men-women with the
ideaa that men are seen as 'planting seeds' who carry the substance of life in their sperm while
womenn are imagined as 'fertile fields' in which these seeds are nurtured.
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Thus,, Javanese men and women are hierarchically engendered subjects, having
unequall social relations that are advantageous to men, who have attained a higher,
superiorr position. I would argue that this is a step backward, and brings about a 'false
consciousness'' of both men's and women's status and roles. Women and men come to
havee different understandings of themselves as engendered persons because they are
differentiallyy positioned with regard to discourse concerning gender and sexuality, and
theyy take up different positions within those discourses (Moore 1994:149). This means
thatt men and women alike fantasize about themselves, their identity, and the best way
too go about trying to maintain their 'ideal identity'. The maintenance of identity
includess the acquirement of gender attributes such as economic superiority and sexual
strengthh for men. In this way, most women in this research regarded submissive
behaviorr in their social, economic, and sexual lives as virtuous.
Inn addition, fantasies of identity are linked to fantasies of power, which help
explainn why violence is so often the result of, perceived, rather than real, threats .
Prevailingg gender norms that favor men are crucial as men are the most affected by
powerr dynamics and so use strength to maintain the fantasy of power. Power claims the
rightt to determine ground rules for what constitutes truth, but it does not always enforce
itss claim on truth by non-violent means. Once their truth is questioned, there is very
littlee left to the powerful except violence (MacCannell and MacCannell 1993). Thus
violencee can be seen as one way of dealing with crises of identity; because it reconfirms
thee nature of masculinity otherwise denied (Moore 1994:154). One example is male
sexuall jealously, which is aroused in men by real or imagined female sexual infidelity,
ass the most common motive for marital violence (Harvey 1994). Among plantation
households,, the research found this was most often related to men's feelings of
inferiorityy due to their failure to be proper income earners as the basic requirement of
theirr powerful position as head of the household. Rather than introspecting regarding
thiss failure, men use gender violence to legitimize their power.
Inn addition to the various forms of non-physical domestic violence that take shape
inn and affect women's psychological, sexual, and economic wellbeing, women also
harborr secrets of physical violence. Physical violence is a truly private matter that is not
communicatedd to others. Direct physical abuse is a horrific experience that is often too
difficultt for women to discuss, even when others around them recognize it and try to
mediate.. Therefore, this research found no first-hand reports of ongoing physical abuse.
Onlyy after long and meticulous efforts, did some women report their past experiences of
physicall violence. Many informants also reported cases of suspected abusive marital
relationships.. Past and second-hand information demonstrated that physical violence
didd exist but is strongly denied by victims due to the delicateness of the issue. As
indicatedd by Kelly and Redford (1996), this condition also exists in Western countries,
wheree women mostly deny violent experiences by saying "nothing really happened"
andd keep silent because they feel physically and mentally handicapped. Indeed, women
tendd to hinder themselves from disclosing their experiences and directly opposing the
perpetratorss of violence because they are not trained to take such action. Rather, the
22

Power is the ability to make someone do what they do not wish to do, to act effectively on persons
andd things, to take decisions which are not rightly allocated to the actor's role or to the actor as
individuall (Moore 1988:210).
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womenn are preoccupied with socio-cultural ideas that regard gender violence as a
normall phenomenon. In addition to feeling physically weak these women reluctantly
directlyy confront men about things they regard as normal in daily encounters. This
considerationn is common in a patriarchal society that puts men's identities and
experiencess as universal so that the standard norm for experiences are male (DeBruin
1998:113-114).. Plantation women do not consider physical violence normal, but as
beyondd their understanding, and as something that should be avoided. They turn to
women'ss virtue to understand physical violence experienced by themselves or others. In
thiss way, physical violence must be understood in the same context with other forms of
violencee that are based in the maintenance of patriarchy; in which men perpetrate
physicall violence as normal to prove their power over women.
4.. Workplace Violence
Thee inherent economic, health, and human right difficulties and hardships of tea
pickingg do not prevent women from working. Women plantation workers experience
structurall economic violence and while working under male supervision experience and
witnesss direct personal and/or collective violence. The workplace is a public space
wheree women can share their personal and collective experiences. Workplace violence
occurss mostly in the form of verbal humiliation and intimidation, which can be sexual
inn nature. As in the case of domestic violence, women's attitudes toward workplace
violencee differ according to the form of violence. 'Light' and 'modest' sexual violence
suchh as jokes and touching are shared experiences, while sexual affairs are seen as more
advancedd and personal issues, and are kept secret until disclosed by the public (see
Chapterr Seven). Certainly, people talk about interpersonal (sexual) affairs, which are
rarelyy disclosed but remain public secrets. Thus, women openly discuss their
experiencess of being sexually harassed by mandor, but not their experiences of being
courtedd by them. Mandor, too, do not hesitate to joke sexually in the presence of
plantationn outsiders. On the contrary, they seem to intentionally use such moments to
demonstratee their power in front of the women workers. Mandor also use non-sexual
violencee such as verbal abuse and physical remarks to show their anger and
disappointmentt with the women's work performance. As discussed earlier, mandor
mustt manage their association with power in the midsi of their decreasing position and
power.. Women workers are potential targets for their dissatisfaction and loss of
confidence.. To some extent, mandor are in a similar position to husbands who fail to
performm their roles as heads of household.
Thee research shows that mandor are not the only potential perpetrator of workplace
violence.. Women must also deal with other perpetrators from similar or higher ranks
suchh as male co-workers and higher-ranked supervisors. Women's experiences of
relationshipss with these men are often closed to others' knowledge or intervention until
thesee are unexpectedly opened to the public. Sexual affairs involving married women
workerss and male co-workers are prevalent public secrets. These relationships are
cruciall because others see them as voluntary relationships (pada senenge or suka soma
suka),suka), and thus they require careful examination. Unfortunately such examination is
nearlyy impossible due to the delicateness of the issue and the difficulties in obtaining
first-handd information. The most obvious aspect of such relationships was people's
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tendencyy to blame women by accusing them of being cheap or indecent. It is also
interestingg that people tend to view sexual relationships between women and men from
differentt ranks as voluntary relationships. Some informants critically saw these women
ass taking advantage of voluntary relationships or being incapable of saying no to their
superiors;; as it is difficult for women to avoid sexual relationships initiated by men,
womenn take advantage of their powerlessness to gain promotion. From the research
perspective,, however, subordinate women are seen as victims of unequal power
relationss who use their agency to survive as will be discussed in following sections.
5.. Intertwining Domestic and Workplace Violence
Women'ss experiences of gender violence in the home and workplace can be
causallyy related or can occur simultaneously. It is difficult for women to cope with
violencee in both spheres simultaneously owing to the different spheres and perpetratorvictim/survivorr relationships. Domestic violence between women and men as wives and
husbandss in marriages is extended to the broader context of household and community
arrangements.. In contrast, workplace violence occurs between women as workers and
menn as mandor or other workers or superiors. Domestic violence is predominantly
experiencedd and resisted individually while the latter is shared and collectively
opposed. .
Thee perceived degree of gender violence in each sphere depends on the form of
violence.. Women openly discuss verbal and psychological forms of violence and their
experiencess of non-consensual sex, as well as the inherent violence in polygamous
marriages.. They also collectively experience violence in the workplace in the form of
sexuall jokes, shoving, and touching as well as verbal abuse and other non-physical
humiliation.. But, they are reluctant to discuss experiences of domestic physical violence
orr personal experiences of sexual relationships with male co-workers or superiors. In
additionn to being physically, psychologically, and sexually dramatic, such experiences
havee profound socio-cultural impacts on women that are not always translated into
reactions.. People gossip about women they presume to be victims of domestic physical
violencee and regard them with pity or as weird depending on their social relationships
withh other women. Despite not understanding the reasons or facts behind women's
engagementt in sexual affairs with male co-workers, women are blamed for these
scandalouss relationships. The public exaggerates women's negative behaviors by saying
thatt these women are dangerous for men and well known as cheap and willing to do
anything,, including using their sexual attractiveness, to ensure their employment or to
gainn promotion. Women (victims) are blamed because they are not supposed to actively
exercisee their sexual attractiveness and aggressiveness as doing such triggers men's
sexuall advances. When relationships occur, men are excused because of the prevailing
normss and values that regard men as having naturally stronger libidos thann women.
Byy carefully examining these impacts, the link between domestic and workplace
violencee can be explained. Women's experiences of daily domestic violence impact the
occurrencee of workplace violence. Direct forms of violence in the domestic sphere lead
womenn to a psychological state that affects their work performance. In the same
manner,, their experiences of being scolded or humiliated by mandor cause women
workerss to come home in bad moods. This has a considerable impact on domestic
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activitiess and can potentially prompt marital disputes followed by further humiliation.
Suchh causal relationships between domestic and workplace violence can also occur in
communitiess with clear boundaries between home and work, but the case of women
plantationn workers is unique due to living and working in the same environment.
Owingg to its limited vicinity, whatever happens in the gardens and in other parts of
thee plantation echoes throughout the surrounding homes and villages, and vice versa.
Moreover,, intertwining domestic, leisure, and work areas are crucial to understand the
normativee issues specific to the area. There is no clear boundary between private and
publicc spaces as everyone hears and sees everything by default. Family secrets are
publiclyy consumed and workplace secrets are taken into the domestic sphere. Thus,
womenn can discuss their husbands' cruelties in the form of 'accepted' verbal and
psychologicall violence as easily as they discuss their memdor's unkindness. More
delicatee cases like domestic physical violence and workplace sexual affairs, however,
aree kept confidential. While sexual relationships between women workers and male coworkerss are prevalent as gossip, their spouses assume heavy consequences. They
becomee the subjects of negative gossip and moral judgment, which favors men. Even if
thee 'sinners' try to keep the issue behind closed doors, people easily discover secrets in
suchh a small community and spread rumors until it is proved true or fades away.
6.. Resistance and A c c e p t a n c e
Thee ways women deal with violent experiences vary according to their perception,
thee nature, and the impacts of violence as described in the preceding sections. Given the
specificc context of the plantation community, women's responses to violent acts in the
homee and workplace are linked. This is important in understanding that actions women
takee to survive are resistance and can even take the shape of compliance, wherein
womenn passively accept their distressful conditions through submissive behavior.
6.1.. Dealing with Domestic Violence: Individual Action
Evenn though women live in close proximity to their relatives, they do not
necessarilyy turn to these relatives for help in situations of domestic violence. The
conceptss of isin (shame) and saru (indecency) are intact, causing women to prefer to
keepp violent experiences secret in order to demonstrate harmonious marriages. Others
whoo live near abused women might pretend not to be aware of the situation or only talk
behindd the woman's back if they have suspicions, and not intervene. Given the masking
off physical violence, it is therefore difficult to identify how women confront physically
abusivee husbands.
Womenn with experiences of past physical violence did not clearly illustrate their
resistance,, but rather focused on the fact that that period of their lives was over and
thankedd God to have survived it. These women stated that they pitied themselves at the
timee and also wondered if other women underwent similar experiences. Women who
claimedd to have no experience of physical violence tried very hard to keep it that way.
However,, given that alternative ideas of gender equality do not successfully transform
traditionall dominant gender ideologies that place women in inferior positions to men,
women'ss agency cannot be underestimated. Although disadvantaged, women are not
passivee victims, rather, they employ strategies to overcome their problems. Survivors of
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physicall violence fall into two categories, either the husband finally changed his
behaviorr or the woman asked for a divorce. Women set free from past experiences
arguedd that during bad times they could only pasrah maring Gusti Allah (submit their
fatee to God). This is in line with Das and Kleinman (2001:1) who stress that in everyday
formss of violence one seeks escape in the transcendental. As Javanese women, they turn
too the concepts of pasrah (reliance), nasib (destiny) and kodrat (women's virtue).
Withh this attitude, women handle their situations individually and do not ask for
assistancee from others, despite the fact that they do not know how to better their
conditionss or decrease their husbands' violence. When the violence ends through
divorcee or because a husband changes his attitudes, the women believe that God has had
mercyy on them. Turning their hope to God is the women's form of resistance, signaling
thatt they do not passively accept their fate of abused wives.
Inn contrast, women accept daily forms of verbal and psychological violence as a
normall part of marriage. Even if during conflicts both husbands and wives strongly
defendedd their interests, later women admit defeat. Religion is for many people an
importantt source of support, explanation and protection. In most cases, when women
feell unfairly treated by their husbands, women turn to kodrat to justify their conditions
andd comfort their feelings of disgrace. Women are not as demanding as their husbands,
andd never blame their husbands for failing to fulfill their duties as head of the household
becausee they cannot secure family income, which in turn, makes the women unable to
managee family finances or perform housework, such as cooking. Instead, women try to
avoidd confrontations with their husbands if their husbands try to be responsible to
householdd finances by giving whatever amount of money they have to their wives.
Thiss does not mean that women plantation workers have no other ways of resisting
violencee except through above-mentioned cultural references and attitudes. Rather,
thesee are usually the last resort for women's survival and highlight the normalness of
violentt experiences. It is in this respect that the ethnography of social violence offers a
culturall critique of the normal as well as normative social order, which rest on the
appreciationn of violence in everyday life as multiple, as normative (and normal), and as
thee outcome of the interaction between changing cultural representations, social
experiences,, and individual subjectivity (Kleinman 2000:238). Everyday violence
occurss both in collective experience and in the subjectivity of personal experience. As
inn GammeltofVs study (1999), Javanese women's experiences of gender violence, how
theyy perceive these, respond to these, and cope with these reflect women's self and
sociall identities, and by definition involve the community's social, cultural, political,
economic,, and historical contexts. In this way, women perform hidden forms of
resistancee as the most accessible strategy due to their submissive position (Scott 1985).
Inn addition to referring to their kodrat and nasib, women in this research engage in
variouss individual and collective acts of resistance. Some women do not worry about
theirr husbands and children's demands for good food and prepare only what they can
afford.. Other women, boast of their culinary successes. Some women effectively avoid
non-consensuall sex with their husbands by direct refusal or even by lying to thenhusbandss as in the case of Sariyem and Kamilah (see Chapter Six). Finally, some
womenn also use physical symptoms not only as an embodiment of their stressful living
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conditionss but also a language to express stressful social experiences (see also
Gammeltoff 1999). Consciously or not, the women act, talk, and use their bodies to
directlyy and indirectly struggle and survive excessive work burdens and oppressive
genderr relations.
6.2.. Dealing with Workplace Violence: Individual vs. Collective Action
Womenn tea pickers work in groups and thus are able to generate collective
responsess to daily workplace violence. This is the best way for them to cope with their
harshh conditions, as they feel unable to personally confront mandor. While many
disputess arise between mandor and individual workers, the women are not likely to
resistt these situations immediately or individually. This is because conflicting interests
betweenn the women and mandor demand different reactions and resistance. Both
womenn workers and mandor see this state of affairs as routine and unproblematic until
specificc situations arise that questions this. These situations then become opportunities
forr women to object to their conditions and to exchange the notion of normalness with
theirr real heartbreaking experiences. Women do not recognize their actual feelings until
unforeseenn circumstances awaken them, as hierarchy and inequality, which are so
fundamentall to plantation social structures, normalize violence (Kleinman 2000:238).
Heavyy work during abundant crops and scarcities are risk factors in disputes
betweenn mandor and women workers. Tensions arise related to the women's
dissatisfactionn with their work conditions. During scarcities, the women feel exploited
forr being forced to work so hard for such low economic returns, while mandor are
forcedd to reach quotas. In abundant crops, the women rush to grab large quantities of
goodd quality leaves. During these different seasons the women earn different incomes thee lowest and the highest- but face similar pressures to work vigorously. In normal
harvests,, too, conflicting interests might occur concerning the emotional states of either
mandormandor or workers. Usually only a small trigger is needed to ignite verbal abuse by
mandor.. The factor that most influences women's tempers is not the harsh physical
conditions,, but the attitude of mandor. The mandor, therefore, determines whether the
womenn work cheerfully or unenthusiastically.
Whenn mandor start the day in a good mood, the rest of the day is lively, unless
theree is an unexpected meeting with sinder or other higher management staff, which
bringss bad news and quickly turns happy times to gloom. As described in earlier
chapters,, happy times are marked by sexual jokes, which both women workers and
mandormandor delight in. Women do not see these jokes as sexual harassment, and indeed
believee these sorts of jokes bring them closer to mandor. Sexual jokes are
simultaneouslyy a form of sexual violence by mandor as they contain provocative sexual
wordss and movements, and a form of resistance through which women reduce social
gapss with mandor. Sometimes tension starts early and worsens during the day as the
workerss become weary. When this occurs, workers have no other way to respond except
byy grumbling and making jokes amongst themselves to ridicule mandor. Even though
theyy try to exchange jokes noiselessly, they enjoy such moments. In such a tense
environmentt they gain strength from their sense of togetherness.
Womenn recognize that their powerlessness demands collective and indirect
resistancee through group solidarity and verbal action rather than direct and individual
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confrontation.. While performing their tasks as an individual worker, however, women
doo their utmost to increase their gains even in ways that cause their mandor to become
angry,, such as cheating. They intentionally grab old leaves or put rocks or sticks into
theirr baskets to increase their gain. During low crops they also prolong their work in
certainn picking areas because they are reluctant to move to other areas with equally few
leaves.. Women also sneak silently onto or off the plantation to avoid mandor
disapprovall or anger.
Women'ss forms of resistance typically reflect their position of powerlessness. They
performm hidden forms of resistance and try as much as possible to avoid any direct or
symbolicc confrontation with authority (see also Scott 1985:29). Women always find
wayss to cope (andVor have learnt to cope) and survive gender violence. Agency takes
manyy shapes and forms. Women's strategies and resistance to oppressive gender
relationss and violence can be seen as either 'objection' to or 'compliance' with to their
inferiorr position. They might draw on a range of different strategies, either regressive or
defensive,, or integrating and creative, in an effort to adapt to such situations (see also
Ewingg 1998:310).
Inn this research, women workers engaged in collective resistance to survive the
hardshipp of work. Following Scott (1990), women's collective resistance in the
workplacee takes place in the forms of disguise representing 'voice under domination'.
Thee domplengan mechanism is the most obvious way of resisting their day-to-day
hardshipss as women plantation workers. In addition to that, jokes and mocking of
mandormandor serve to relieve tension. Most women gossip about plantation authority figures
behindd their backs. They also comment on the performance of the administrator and
comparee administrators' generosity. These strategies allow the women to survive
distressfull work conditions under the tight supervision of male superiors. Women's
collectivee resistance is best understood as a reflection of how they creatively handle
theirr social situation. It shows the capacity of individuals or groups to embark on a
processs of autonomous self-realization (Lister 1997). Rather than taking women's
collectivee strategies as a failure to uphold their individual beings, it should be
understoodd that agency is located in a dialectic relationship with social structures and
embeddedd in social relations through such a way that collective and individual actors
seizee opportunities and give meaning to themselves and their lives (Godddard 2000).
Subsequently,, women use any means available to them, including their bodies, to
resist.. Shillings (1999) argues that women use their bodies as projects to create
individuall identities. This is seen in women who engage in sexual affairs with their
superiors.. Rather than passively submitting to the sexual needs of men of higher rank,
thesee women turn such situations into opportunities to secure their labor positions or
evenn gain promotion. Through their agency, women are individually capable of
creativelyy responding to and changing the circumstances in which they find themselves
(Giddenss 1984).
6.3.. Day-to-Day Behaviors: Resisting Gender Violence in Two Spheres
Womenn plantation workers survive daily exposure to gender violence by husbands,
co-workers,, and other male superiors. The study revealed various ways that women
resistt gender violence. Combining domestic work and plantation work is not a simple
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taskk and requires strategic action. By taking their small children to the garden or
sneakingg out and coming back to the garden, they are able to meet their responsibilities
ass mothers, wives and workers and find solutions to their excessive work burdens. In
thiss way, the mtertwining domestic and workplace spheres shape their work burdens
andd at the same time create space for women to maneuver.
Ass discussed, women feel strong and articulate when together, making tea pickers
infamouss as fun workers. The women enjoy being together and expressing themselves
inn a group. Thus, women tea pickers are reputed as itrakan (rowdy) and kompak
(united)) as well as fun, characteristics recognized by their male superiors, which cause
themm to avoid direct confrontation with the women when working together. Most
mandormandor complain freely to individual workers, but only berate or complain to the whole
groupp if the matter is very important. When they address all women in the kemandoran,
mandormandor must be ready to receive defensive attitudes and sass from the workers who try
too turn the subject matter into something fun or sexual. This worker behavior, however,
dependss very much on the mandor''s mood, meaning that only if the mandor welcomes
(sexual)) jokes would the workers continue teasing and making fun of him. When the
mandormandor is in a bad mood or annoyed, they do not dare to confront him directly with
theirr arguments or even their jokes, but instead quietly grumble and whisper or
postponee their jokes until they are on their way home together. In these ways, women
creativelyy maximize their weapons of the weak.
Collectivee resistance in sexual jokes and mockery of mandor and other male
superiorss also expresses and releases stress from domestic lives and violence. As it is
impossiblee for women to make sexual or personal fun of their husbands, they do this
withh their mandor. Thus, engagement in plantation work is actually a solution to avoid
dailyy routine and escape the boredom of domestic burdens. Despite the low economic
returnn of tea picking and other plantation work, women need these activities for
independentt income and as a break from domestic tasks. This is observed in women's
ambivalencee about days off. They need days off or temporary leave when they feel
exhausted,, but at the same time they complain about the unending domestic work
duringg these breaks. Plantation work is seen not only as having economic advantages,
butt also as providing a release from domestic burdens including domestic violence.
Therefore,, I would argue mat in resisting workplace violence, the women are also
consciouslyy or unconsciously resisting their experiences of violence in other spheres of
theirr lives. In this way, women's excessive burdens in the intertwining domestic and
workplacee spheres leads to a possibility of experiencing domestic and workplace gender
violencee and at the same time allows them to build up resistance to survive these
hardships. .
InIn contrast, the considerably strong women workers' solidarity through
domplengandomplengan mechanisms and group formation in the workplace, and their collective
resistancee to gender violence perpetrated by male co-workers, especially mandor,
reflectss the 'weakness' of mandor. I do not mean to contradict my argument by saying
this,, but to confirm that the complaints of many mandor regarding their current
awkwardd position and financial standing compared to mandor in the past have some
validityy (see Chapter Four). Therefore, when they commit violence against their
workers,, their attitudes can also be considered a reflection of these weaknesses. Thus,
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violencee is a symptom of the weakness brought about by historical changes in the roles
off mandor. Following Moore (1994:149), mandor are trying to maintain their ideal
identityy as 'powerful' men in dealing with women workers.
Ass has been described, women individually find solutions to survive their
marriagess and family lives. They have no chance to build collective resistance similar to
thatt developed in confronting mandor directly through jokes and mockery in the
workplace.. They might collectively resist psychological violence in their domestic lives
throughh sharing stories with other women but not in the direct confrontation with the
husbands.. But, if husbands commit violence against their wives owing to their flaws as
ideall husbands (loss of pride for failing to be breadwinners while trying to legitimize
theirr power), how women resist and bear the consequences of domestic violence is
inherentlyy dissimilar to strategies employed in the workplace. Women are more limited
inn resisting domestic violence and, therefore, try to maximize their collective resistance
inn the workplace as a way of releasing tensions in both spheres.
7.. Local Violence, Universal Influence
Genderr violence within the plantation community is not an independent
phenomenon.. It is important to understand the general context of Indonesian
governmentt gender policy and community and personal awareness of these issues. As
partt of the ecological framework, women's experiences of violence should be
understoodd within four levels of relationships: personal, family, community, and
societal. .
Inn the broader Indonesian context, I argue that rigid gender role differentiation is
thee main risk factor for gender violence. Although Indonesian women, particularly in
Java,, are considered to have better status because of the bilateral kinship system than
otherr women in Asia and Africa, patriarchy does exist3. As has been argued, this has
beenn influenced by the state's construction on gender ideology through the use of
massivee bureaucratic machineries during the New Order era and the dominant gendered
teachingss of Islam. In the same manner, the mass media has portrayed the ideal woman
ass submissive and obedient.
Duee to Indonesia's strong hierarchical bureaucracy during the New Order era, this
ideologyy spread systematically and was significant in reproducing and reinforcing the
patriarchall system of Indonesian society in general, and local/ethnic groups in
particular.. Even if women at the grassroots level and in peasant communities were
activelyy engaged in income activities and had a relatively high status in their marriages
inn terms of household decision making and division of labor, popular ideas brought
aboutt by the state gender ideology emphasized different gender roles and expectations
thatt favored men. The ideology implied the submissiveness of women, which in turn,
ledd to their low bargaining position in marriages. Clearly defining the role of women in
statee ideology also marginalized women's position in labor and in other public spheres,
ass they were always in the shadow of their husbands. The plantation also has distinct
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divisionn of labor based on feminine and masculine considerations, although these are in
wordd only as the nature of women's work is, in fact, physically strenuous. Households
alsoo have rigid gendered divisions of labor, indeed the research found that women and
menn were assigned different roles and expectations beginning with birth rituals and
followingg through old age. State gender ideology has been rigidly enforced from all
sides,, the government, mass media, and often traditional values. Any attempt by women
too attack the ideology is seen as reason enough for men to punish and control women,
whichh has helped the ideology take root.
Att the community level, low socio-economic backgrounds and the dependence of
plantationn households on plantation work hinder the improvement of the overall social
economicc status of women. Tea picking and other plantation work, despite its low
economicc return, has cultural and historical meaning. Historically, the removal of early
migrantt workers from their place of origin to the plantation created a new life confined
too the plantation social structure. Low economic return and the placement of workers in
thee lowest level of the labor hierarchy are structurally conducive to labor loyalty. In
addition,, cultural-based efforts are made to raise labor's appreciation of the plantation
throughh the worship of the plantation's founding father and other spiritual beings. As a
result,, women workers lack access to other income generating activities. Low socioeconomicc performance affects day-to-day practical household arrangements,
particularlyy financial matters and women's workloads due to the rigid division of labor
inn the community and on the plantation. In line with Bennhold-Thomsen (1988),
obligationss imposed on women as secondary earners and housekeepers keep them
dependentt in work-related jobs and marital relationships. The research shows that the
inabilityy of women to make proper financial arrangements and to perform their assigned
genderr roles in domestic affairs are indirect and direct risk factors of domestic violence.
Att the family level, male ownership of women and interpretation of kodrat is
cruciall in understanding gender violence. There is a striking difference between gender
ideologyy and the every-day reality of Javanese marital relationships. The Javanese
familyy recognizes the husband as the head of the household and the wife as
housekeeper.. In daily life, harmonious social relationships are maintained through the
wife'ss responsibility to practical family affairs and the husband's economic and social
activitiess outside the family. The ideal conceptions of Javanese husband and wife are
markedd by the notion of the husband's superiority and the wife's inferiority, viewed as
complementaryy characteristics. This image of distinct roles and responsibilities in
separatee spheres of activities are seen as essentially equal. But, as a consequence of the
wife'ss responsibility to the family's welfare, women are active beyond their culturally
assignedd roles. Several studies have documented that Javanese women's economic
activitiess accompanied by their competence in managing money have brought about
theirr dominant position in the family. It is clear then that for the sake of family welfare,
theree is no evidence that women's spheres of activities are limited to practical domestic
affairs.. Women go far beyond their culturally assigned roles and expectations,
demonstratingg the flexibility of mutually exclusive marital power relationships.
Despitee the reality that a wife is not inferior and dependent on her husband but it is
thee husband who passively surrenders control to his wife to make household
managementt decisions and economic contributions to maintain household finances, in
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termss of prestige, wives are still positioned below their husbands. Women's competence
inn managing household income, which is extended to their skillful income generating
activities,, is a paradox with regard to cultural values. These skills are the source of
women'ss status, authority and power, but also constraints in achieving prestige as
definedd by Javanese priyayi (elite noble class) values. For the Javanese, the concepts of
statuss and power are attached to ideas concerning ethics and aesthetics that exist among
thee priyayi4. Being good with money positions women in a lower status as these
qualitiess are not included in the ideal concept of alus (polite, refined, civilized) and
insteadd are seen as kasar (impolite, rude, uncivilized)5. Ironically, in this context men's
incompetencee in money management, despite their failure to fulfill their role as
breadwinners,, is more closely associated with alus attributes, which raises their status.
Itt is clear then that for women, status cannot be determined from their economic role,
whilee for men the acquisition of wealth may strengthen their power over women. In
Javanesee ideology, high status is associated with ascribed spiritual power, obtained
throughh inheritance or by divine favor (Koentjaraningrat 1980:134). Maintenance and
accumulationn of power in everyday life is necessary and avoiding kasar attitudes
achievess this. Gender status, therefore, remains dichotomized and places women below
menn despite women's dominance in accessing resources and making decisions, traits
seenn as powerful in the West. Rather than giving them power, these economic abilities
furtherr burden women.
Inn addition, women refer to kodrat (feminine virtue) to legitimize their hesitation to
opposee their husband's will. Women subject themselves to the protection of men and
subordinatee themselves to their husbands. In conjunction with this, women are
constantlyy self-denying in upholding their husbands' prestige. Thus, Javanese married
womenn consciously support unequal gender ideology and male superiority by
supportingg their husbands' prestige in the presence of others. Presumably, women
complyy with situations that are not favorable to them in pursuit of Javanese ideal gender
relationss and harmonious relationships, and for the sake of family pride. Self-denial and
submissionn play an important role in gender relations as these are understood as part of
kodrat,kodrat, wherein women (in)voluntarily act against their interests.
InIn the plantation community, prevailing gender role differentiation and low
economicc status of women are the main risk factors in marital gender violence. Men's
primaryy responsibility as head of the household entails socio-economic capabilities.
Failuree to fulfill this is crucial in the occurrence of gender violence in low-economic
plantationn households. Based on this finding, I argue that women's economic
independencee and high status do not automatically translate to equal power relations
withh their husbands, rather, these put them in a dilemmatic position as economic
resourcess are often scarce. Thus, the inability of men to fulfill their role as head of the
householdd directly leads to women's incapability to perform their expected roles in
householdd finances, which can serve as risk factors of violence. In addition, the general
presuppositionn of men's sexual superiority and women's fidelity as well as men's rights
overr women's sexual services within marriage are socio-cultural bases for men to
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demandd sexual relationships against women's will. The notion of men's sexual strength
furtherr burdens women through the psychological, sexual, social, and economic gender
violencee inherent in polygamous marriage.
Heise'ss ecological framework is used to understand the phenomenon of personal
levell gender violence between partners. How can this ecological framework be used to
understandd personal and collective violence in the workplace? Assuming that groups of
womenn tea pickers headed by mandor are at the same level as families in the ecological
context,, mandor and worker relationships are marked by inequality concerning both
genderr and labor. The supervisory role of mandor and the women's dependence on
themm as mediators lead to women's submission to mandor interests. This can also be
extendedd to the relationships between the women workers and other male co-workers
andd supervisors. Women's vulnerable position in the overall plantation labor structure
andd their inferior gender status are risk factors of gender violence in the workplace. In
addition,, the declining socio-economic performance of mandor related both to changes
inn plantation management and village economic transformations influence the dynamics
off gender and labor relations. As in the case of domestic relationships, the general
presuppositionn of male sexual superiority is the socio-cultural basis for men to demand
voluntaryy and involuntary sexual relations with women. Women's inferior position in
thee workplace hinders them from resisting men's sexual advances.
Womenn plantation workers are victims of gender violence in both the home and
workplace.. Personal violence that occurs between husbands and wives in domestic
relationshipss and between mandor and workers in the workplace can be understood
withinn the ecological framework. The research shows that ideas of femininity and
masculinityy reflected in different roles and expectations and the lack of economic
resourcess to properly perform these roles are predictors of marital gender violence.
Statee gender ideology transforms and reinforces local ideas and norms of men's and
women'ss roles and expectations in domestic relationships. In the same manner, gender
ideologyy is reflected in men's superiority and women's inferiority in the home and
workplace.. Therefore, work relationships involving male supervisors and women
workerss demonstrate unequal power relationships that entail women's submissiveness
andd dependence on men's interests. The continuity of gender roles and expectations as
riskk factors of gender violence at all levels of relationships and its strong interaction
wiihh various risk factors such as low socio-economic background, women's
submissivenesss with regard to kodrat, women's multiple burdens, husband's pride, and
men'ss sexual desire, contribute to a higher likelihood of violence and more complex
interventionss to prevent violence.
Nevertheless,, this research reveals that in the Javanese plantation community,
genderr violence occurs in comparatively minor and non-lethal forms, namely as
psychologicall and sexual violence, and that wife beating, wife battering and sexual
assaultt are not widely reported and not considered normal. The research considers that
thee relatively high status of Javanese women in terms of economic independence and
sociall support from their kin group are factors that protect or mitigate against major and
lethall forms of gender violence. In the introduction to a collection cross-cultural studies
onn wife beating Brown (1999) identifies women's isolation, subordination, and
economicc dependence are among the most significant factors putting women at risk of
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wifee beating. While the tendency toward wife beating, assault, or other forms of
physicall violence is absent or lessened in this research, evidence of women's
experiencess of gender violence should not be judged by degree of severity by others,
butt more by the women's own subjective experiences. Even if the women perceive their
experiencess of gender violence as ordinary, this research critically demonstrates that
womenn struggle and actively strategize to not fall victim to gender violence and to
survivee it when it does occur.
Inn plantation life, women's struggle is important. Their living conditions are out of
theirr control, which makes them more vulnerable to workplace violence, as described in
thee following sections.

8.. The Persistence of Gender Violence
Plantationn management plays an important role in the lives of women workers and
theirr households. Women's attachment and dependence on plantation work is a central
issuee in understanding women's status in the workplace, and in turn, their status and
relationshipss in the domestic sphere. The research identified constraints in the
improvementt of women's work conditions related to current plantation management
andd policy. Continuity or change in the plantation industry affect women the most as
theyy make up the majority of tea plantation workers. The plantation industry with its
particularr economic orientation related to the global world market explains the
exploitationn of women's labor. At the same time, ongoing mass consumerism multiplies
women'ss burdens in domestic economic arrangements. Finally, the development of
agro-tourismm reflects women's powerlessness in the plantation. As Kleinman
(2000:227)) argues, the ethnography of social violence also implicates the social
dynamicss of everyday practices as the appropriate site to understand how larger social
orderss come together with micro-contexts of local power to shape human problems in
wayss that are resistant to the standard approaches of policies and intervention programs.
8.1.. World Market Dependence
Thee Kaligua plantation management is centralized, as part of an Indonesian
plantationn conglomerate. Changes and policies made in the headquarters, related to the
globall market of plantation products, significantly affect the local management, and in
turn,, the plantation workers. Recently the plantation has expanded its local market, but
thee largest profit is still gained from export activities. Consequently, the local decisions
off production management are very much dependant on the world tea market,
particularlyy the European auction. Regular assessment is made by the central
managementt on the basis of world market price changes and local weather and seasons
too maintain both the quality and quantity of the product. Assessment results are sent to
thee local management for response, leading to frequent impromptu meetings between
managementt staff and mcmdor. Most of the time, women tea pickers bear the
consequencess of negative assessments of the quantity and quality of tealeaves they have
collected.. For example, during the second visit at the end of 2003, the wage rate for
eachh kilogram of leaves was based on the percentage of quality leaves differentiated by
threee levels equivalent to 145, 150, and 155 Indonesian rupiah. Previously, different
wagess were applied only on the basis of spatial difficulties to reach different areas of
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thee tea gardens. Now, the better the quality of leaves, the more the tea pickers earn.
Therefore,, the sorting process is more intensive, which means increased pressure on
workers.. As in most cases, the plantation management considers only economic
calculationss and not workers' needs.
Thee recent BM {bongkar muat, loading and unloading of tealeaves from the trucks)
policyy is a good example of the economic orientation of the plantation. Previously,
youngg men were appointed as BM workers for typically masculine reasons, as the job b
requiress physical strength. Later the management found that the men were not
sufficientlyy careful with the baskets. Many baskets were damaged or lost, creating extra
expense.. To resolve this problem the management decided to select young women to
workk as BM, believing that women are more careful. The choice of women to replace
menn was based on 'feminine' reasoning for the sake of profit.
8.2.. Women and Labor Reproduction
Women'ss dual roles in productive and reproductive matters contribute significantly
too plantation production and labor security. Women are economically imperative as
cheapp and casual laborers. According to informants, there is not much difference in
economicc return between the past situation when women laborers were scarce and the
currentt oversupply. Older informants argue that picking leaves in the past was more
difficult.. The tea bushes were taller and the women were required to climb them or use
aa stick to pull down the branches. Also they had to carry the full basket to the
processingg factory. Some younger informants, however, do not think that their work is
easier.. Tea picking is hard and gives little economic advantage, but has been the most
readilyy available job for women across generations.
Womenn plantation workers also contribute significantly to labor security through
theirr reproductive roles. Most women workers are descendants of tea pickers.
Interviewss with old and young tea-pickers reveal that their engagement with plantation
workk starts in childhood when their mothers bring them to the gardens. The survey also
revealedd that women plantation workers come from households with at least two
memberss working in the plantation. This figure is actually higher in reality as much
plantationn work is contractual or seasonal. Thus, women are potential breeders of future
plantationn workers. This chain of interdependence beiween the plantation and the
womenn will continue as long as there are no significant socio-economic changes. Rural
socio-economicc changes brought about by agricultural transformation, rural
industrializationn and migration might break this interdependence.
8.3.. Women and Exploitative Work
Womenn earn low returns from their work on the plantation. This has to do with the
factt that unskilled work is considered fit for feminine attributes such as precise and
carefull fingers, orderliness, and complying with (male) supervisor's commands. These
'natural'' and 'unskilled' characteristics of women are the basis for putting them in low
paidd and casual work. In fact, working as pickers and in other sections of plantation
workk requires physical strength. To work well under the sun and rain, in cold and hot
weatherr while walking in the tea gardens, women wear coping (a conical hat made
wovenn bamboo) and layers of clothes, and wrap their entire body in torn plastic bags.
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Tornn plastic bags are also used to wrap their fingers to avoid skin irritation. Women
mustt invent these protections because the plantation management does not provide them
withh any protective or safety equipment. Similarly, women who work in the factory
wearr masks, head coverings, and gloves. The factory does not provide these and the
womenn spend at least Rp. 10,000 per month on two pairs of gloves. The failure of the
plantationn to provide women with adequate protection reflects its ignorance of health
andd safety requirements related to Law No. 1/1970 about safety work in Indonesia. Yet,
womenn only discuss these problems among themselves and cannot discuss this with the
management.. When I had a chance to talk about this with mandor and sinder, they
arguedd that providing protective gear was impossible as there was no guarantee that the
workerss would only use these for plantation work. They cited waring (baskets) and
copingcoping (conical hats), which are provided by the plantation, but are easily damaged
becausee they are also used for work outside the plantation.
8.4.. Mass Consumerism
Thee developments of rural infrastructure, transportation and information through
electronicc mass media have brought about significant changes to rural lifestyles.
Exposuree to mass consumerism has considerable positive and negative impacts on
economicc performance. Some rural villagers are able to increase their income through
sellingg urban products such as clothes, shoes, cosmetics, and electronics. Consumers
benefitt from the availability of these products, but at the same time have difficulties in
payingg for such lifestyles. Children's demands for newly available snacks and candies
aree a frustration for many mothers. Clothes, electronic appliances, and pirated tapes and
videoo compact disks are sold during payday, creating a temptation to spend money.
Duringg the research, people were astonished that an ice cream vendor came all the way
too the village. The first few times he came, he sold out of his goods, but later many
womenn complained that his prices were too expensive and he was never seen again.
Somee mandor and women administrative workers trade cosmetics and other consumer
products.. Increasingly, more women workers are regular customers of skin protection
productss that claim to be useful for tea pickers working in the rain and sun, even though
thesee claims are difficult to prove. This creates added burdens for women plantation
workerss as they have little economic capacity to purchase these goods. As in the case of
thee driver who often travels outside the plantation and is exposed to more urban and
cosmopolitann lifestyles, these changes lead to unaffordable demands for improvements.
Consequently,, the households are forced to engage in debt and credit. Women, as the
householdd financial managers, then suffer from additional complaints and
disappointmentt by husbands and children.
8.5.. The Development of Agro-tourism

Thee Kaligua plantation initiated an agro-tourism package and local marketing of its
teaa as part of its recent aims to diversify and expand. During the course of the research
publicc toilets, shelters around points of interest, pathways for tea walks, and a counter
forr selling tea were constructed. In 2003 when the second visit was made, the
managementmanagement was in the process of creating teabags for the local market. Most local
touristss from nearby cities in West and Central Java visit the gardens on weekends, but
somee also come during the week to view the picking activities. The dramatic lives of
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womenn plantation workers are overshadowed by the beautiful image of the plantation
scenery.. This ironic situation is another form of exploitation, as women earn no extra
moneyy from their performance of plantation work for tourists. Instead, their beautiful
andd serene image is used to advertise plantation agro-tourism.
9.. Concluding R e m a r k s
Thiss chapter showed that various forms of domestic and work-related gender
violencee occur in the Kaligua plantation community in rural Central Java. The
occurrencee of gender violence in the plantation is related to the larger Central Javanese
setting,, involving local values, norms and influences from Javanese culture on the one
hand,, and the larger whole of the Indonesian state, with its permeating social, economic
andd political structures on the other, as well as factors which determine gender role
expectationss and gender inequality, both in the domestic sphere and the workplace. The
researchh makes clear that the intertwining domestic and workplace spheres need to be
consideredd to understand women's experience of gender violence. Interaction between
riskrisk factors influences the occurrence of gender violence in the plantation community,
whichh is characterized by a strongly hierarchical, male-dominated social system.
Withh exception of physical abuse, women workers consider day-to-day forms of
domesticc and workplace psychological, sexual, and economic violence as normal. These
formss of gender violence occur during marital disputes in domestic relationships and
betweenn women and men at work. Gender violence is most likely to take place
indirectlyy as symbolic violence related to patriarchal gender norms. Women suffer from
structurall violence in their low socio-economic status and their low position in the labor
structure.. Hierarchy and inequality in gender and labor relations in the plantation social
structuress have normalized violence and women workers experience social violence
throughh the maintenance of economic dependence and male-dominated plantation
hierarchy. .
Ass wives, mothers and plantation workers, women have to survive their conditions
byy creating strategies related to their subjective experiences, using their agency. The
differentt patterns of women's resistance significantly contribute to a better
understandingg of how women are actively engaged in strategies to survive. In this
respect,, women are not 'victims' of violence, as passive actors in facing their
difficulties,, but rather, 'survivors' of violence. This substitution is made to both
challengee the notions of victim and blame on the one hand, and make visible women's
resistancee and coping on the other.
Thiss chapter discussed the social and economic indications of persistent gender
violencee through the continuation of labor exploitation, labor reproduction, and world
markett influence as well as changes brought about by mass consumerism and the
developmentt of agro-tourism. Based on these conditions, here I argued that the efforts
too improve women's health and rights, household socio-economic status, and, in turn,
communityy welfare must confront both macro and micro constraints.

